Affordable computer based training!

Only $189.00!

Advanced Techniques
With Basic CNC Features
Go beyond the basics!

What do we consider an advanced technique?

Basic CNC courses are available from a number of sources.
Technical schools, community colleges, and universities are
known for their CNC curriculums. Machine tool builders and
control manufacturers also conduct basic CNC courses. But in
most basic courses, instructors are fearful of confusing
beginners, so they minimize their presentations and avoid the
more complicated issues of CNC usage. You’re taught one
way to handle each basic CNC feature. It’s usually the easy
way – and the easy way to handle a problem is seldom the
most efficient way.

We define an advanced technique as any technique you
don’t currently know about that can help you. Frankly
speaking, if you have several years of CNC experience,
you’ve probably come across some of the techniques we
show.
People with under one year of CNC experience will get the
most from this course – especially those that are selftaught. Again, anything not commonly presented in a basic
course is fair game for this course. But even highly
experienced CNC people may be surprised at the number
and importance of techniques they aren’t aware of!

In this 4 hour, 18 minute course, we’ll look at basic CNC
features in a different way. For each feature, we’ll present a
quick review of what’s commonly presented about the feature
in basic courses, including an example. Then we’ll introduce
you to advanced implications of the feature – implications an
instructor teaching a basic course would never present!

Learn to reduce setup and cycle time – and more!
What you’ll learn will help you streamline your CNC
environment. Many of the techniques are related to setup
and cycle time reduction – and with the high costs related
to CNC machine tools, it’s likely that you’ll pay for this
course with the first technique you apply! Other techniques
will help you reduce program length, make programming
easier, make machines easier to setup & run, and in
general, firm-up your understanding of CNC.

Microsoft PowerPoint Viewer
All presentations include narrations & colorful animated
graphics (prepared in Microsoft PowerPoint). Microsoft
PowerPoint Viewer is included to show presentations.

System requirements: You’ll need a multimedia
computer with Windows 95 (or above), 64 MB ram
(minimum) and 6 MB free hard drive space.

Price: $189.00 includes printable companion manual
in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format. Adobe Acrobat Reader is
included on the CD.

Order Today!

Opening page:
Navigation is as easy as following
hypertext links – just like surfing the
Internet. Each major topic includes an
approximate presentation time.

Download a FREE sample! www.cncci.com

We provide comprehensive topic
coverage to ensure that no stone is left
unturned about basic CNC features.
Anything not commonly discussed in a
basic course is fair game for this course!
A 122 page course manual is included on
the CD in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format.
This manual parallels the course, and
makes an excellent portable reference
once you begin applying the techniques
shown. Our copyright agreement allows
you to print one manual per CD purchased.

Order today! Contact us at:
CNC Concepts, Inc., 44 Little Cahill Road, Cary, IL 60013, Ph: 847-639-8847, Fax: 847-639-8857
Internet: http://www.cncci.com email: lynch@cncci.com

